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Abstact 
This article presents a pra9matic strat'9Y for acceleratin9 the diffusion of advances in eco
effidency, and for enhancing two-way communication between industry and its diverse consti
tuendes. Attention is also given to means now available for developing countries to "leapfrog" 
in eco~efftciency and, at the same time, increase understanding in industrialized countries of 
market conditions in the developing world. 

Resume 
Cet article presente une strotegie pragmatique susceptible d'acceli!rer la diffusion des progriis 
obtenus en matifre d'fteco~efficiencen et de fovoriser /'intercommunication entre l'industrie et 
ses diverses composantes. II met fgalement /'accent sur Jes nouveaux moyens dont disposent 
/es pays en voie de developpement pour "se lancer" dans Nco-efficience et en meme temps 
mieux sensibiliser le monde industrialise aux conditions de marche preva/ont dans /es pays en 
voie de developpement. 

Resumen 
Este artlculo present a una estrategia pragmatica para acelerar la difusi6n de avances en la efi
cocia eco/6gica y para intensiftcar la comunicaci6n de dos vfas entre la industria y sus diversos 
component es. T ambien se pres ta atenci6n a los medias ahora dispanibles par los pals es en vias 
de desarrollo para tanzarse en la eficacia ecol6gica, ya la vez; aumentar la comprensi6n en los 
poises industrializados de las condiciones de mercado de/ mundo en vfas de desarrol/o. 

This special 20th anniversary issue of lndus
tr:y and Enviro~ment ,~eview ~fl~a:~ many 
ot the advances tn the new thinking· need

ed as we enterthe 2 lst century. Looking back. the 
international community can be justifiably proud 
of its achieven1ents to date !n recognh.ing the 
strains we place on natural systems, and of the 
ways \Ve are seeking co alleviate (perhaps even 
remediate) the most significant aspects of these 
strains. This review is also evidence of an emerging 
collaboracion (perhaps even partnership) between 
industry, on the one hand, and international in
stitutions on the other. 

This is whar has been done so far. Now we must 
take a next :)tep by drawing upon new technology, 
innovative forms of communication and interac~ 
tion, and the next generation of new thinking. 

In chis article we put forth a pragmatic strategy 
for accelerating the diffiision of advances in eco
efficlency to date, and for enhancing the twO-\\'-a.y 

communication between indusrrv and its diverse 
constituencies. Perhaps more i~portandy, we 
draw attention co means available now for 
enabling developing countries to "leapfrog"' on 
eco-efficiency, while at the same time enhancing 
industrial countries' understanding of the diver
sity of market conditions in the developing world. 

Advances In eco-effldency 
Several contributions to this &pedal issue address 
innovations in eco-elliciency, the emergence of 

markets fur such products, and industrial strate
gies towards sustainability in developing coun
tries. Others put forth some imperatives for 
fucilitating technology cooperation, for improving 
indusffy's input into sustainability strategies, and 
for bringing consumers (in all societies) into these 
broad deliberations. 

These contributions all point to one crirical 
imperative, namely the need to facilitate leap~ 
frogging in technology worldwide. Related is rhe 
importance of raking account of both "so fr" and 
"hard" technology in rhe course ofleapfrogging 
efforts and perhaps even strategies. 

Leapfrogging needs 
The basic meaning ofleapfrogging is that we must 
avoid replicating the historical trajectory of the 
industrial West as the developing countries accel
erate their own development and seek to meet 
their O\VIl needs and requirements, This is not a 
normative issue, nor is it a philosophic.al one. It is 
a strategic, pragmatic and practical imperative. 

This imperative focuses attention on actions 
now to avoid putting in place "'old-fushioned" 
rochnology. lf there is w be effective rechnology 
cooperation (or transfer), rhen it must surely he 
pmltioned at the frontier of technology and not 
along the historical trajectory of known polluting 
products and processes. 

\X.-11ar L~ needed is a mechanism for facilitating 
diffusion of infornl:nion about eco-efficiency, 

leapfrogging potentials, and the experJences to 
date. 

Ibe infurmation dimension 
Before any reasonable individual (or firm) can be 
asked to "do something" (in this case engage in 
more eco-effident practices), they 1nust have 
access to robust lnfurmation about what it is that 
rhls "thing" is about. It is our belief rhat more 
experience exists concerning industry efforts 
towards ec:o-efficiency than there is information 
~bout rbese efforts or assessments of this exper
ience. 

In thisconrexr1 it is industry that constitutes the 
critical bottleneck by not effeuivdy diminating 
barriers to the diffusion of information on new 
thioking in business. By interfacing with new 
global electronic communication networks (based 
on intelligence in the technical sense), potentials 
for accelerating diffusion of information about 
eco-efficiency effOrts are greatly enhanced. 

The notion of diffusion in this context assumes 
two dimensions. First is that <tf communication, 
i.e. from industry ro the international communi~ 
ty (and this is basically a one-way exchange). 
Second is that of conferencing, i.e. from the inter~ 
national community- developing and industrial 
countries alike back ro industry (and this is a 
two-way dialogue). 

To date, advances in electronk co1nmunicaclon 
have grearly reduced the com of global transac
tions. How-ever, such communicarions have also 
been largely one~way. Effective information diffu
sion must involve two-way exchanges in which 
the recipient also becomes a sender. This ability ro 
conference is especially crucial as business and 
industry in developing countries seek to respond 
to experiences in the industrial ~rest and, n1ore 
importantly, seek to share "virh industrial coun~ 
tries their own experiences. 

For countries like India, China and Brazil, 
among others, where markets are diverse, con
sumers arc diffuse in their orientation, and pur~ 
chasing power may be on the verge of a take-of[ 
industry in the West cannot affQrd to tune our and 
engage only in one~way communication, The 
imperative of two~way conferencing is far from a 
luxury. It is basically good business, fundamental 
to rational strategy. 

The mechanism proposed here draws on tech
nological advances at the Massachusetts inscicute 
ofTcchnology'sAnificial lnrelligencel.ahoratory, 
in conjunction wirh new thlnking on sustain
ability at MIT's Technology and Devdopmem 



Figure 1 
Sustainability as a pro<ess 
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Programme. These advanre:> are ongoing - inno
vation has no terminal point - and notice of such 
advances must be diffused to the international 
community in order to enhance global access on 
an "equal rights" basis. 

Sustainability and eco-efflclency 
New thinking on sustainability 
The new thinking embeds considerations of eco~ 
efficiency in a broader context by locating them 
within an integrated perspective on developn1ent. 
Figure 1 shows the structure of this new perspec~ 
tive. It begins v.1th the view that sustainable devel
opment means meeting rhe needs and demands 
of people without undermining the tC$ilience of 
lifu-supporting properties. 

This means that we must consider sustainabili
ty as a dynamic transfurmarion composed of four 
distinct elements or parts. These are: 
•the dimemiomof susrainabiliry {i.e. what are we 
being sustainable about?); 
+ the processes of sustainability (i.e. what is being 
done and how should it be done?); 
• rhe basic principles (i.e. what criteria should we 
use to determine if we are moving in the right 
direcrion?); and 
+the sustainability output (i.e. whaulo we want 
societies to do rhac rheyare not doing today?}. 

Ir also means that when thinking of sustainabi
lity in developmental (i.e. transformation) terms, 
\Ve ffilliit take into account the decisions- of both 
the private and the public sectors - that must be 
informed by these four elements. In Figure I there 
Is an t!}.ylicic feedback mechanism rdadng various 
pieces of the overall sustainabilicy dynamics. 

Wirh respect to itnplementation almost every
one agrees that at the [ncernational level \YC must 

pay special arrention to transparency. legitimacy, 
and universality. '['his means that information 
about sustainability (and eco-efficiency) must be 
rcadilv available and understandable. It also means 
that a~tivities and investments that are conducive 
to sustainability must be viewed by all parries as 
legititnare, chat is, of benefit to them specifically. 
And it means that we must consider customized 
sustainability strategics fOr diffCrent socio-econow 
mic concexts (what works for Chad may nor work 
for China). 

Figure 1 shows the overall logic of rhe new 
thinking and how basic ideas are developed to 
generate :a change from conventional n1odes of 
develop1nent to more sustainable ones. In this 
overall dynarnic, eco~efficiency seeks to recognize 
economic efficiency with ecological re>ilience. It 
is a necessary, but not sufficient, element in the 
overall dynamics towards sustainability. 

But by being necessary, eco-efficiency is also 
critical. The reason is this: In both theory and 
practice, the pursuit of eroweffidency constitutes a 
powerfol leverage point for industry. This is the 
leverage whereby advances in innovation intersect 
with (perhaps even translate i11to) increases in 
social responsibility. 

Teclmology gaps and ero-dl:iciency 
There are major technology gaps which, indi
vidually and jointly, fundamentally undermine 
access to "new" and "better" technology for all 
economies> including the developing countries. 
To simplify a complex calculu<. these ate: 
• a gap between innovation and commercializa
tion in both the North and the South (i.e. taking 
innovations into the marketplace); 
+a gap between technology levels of the North 

and the South (i.e. differences in technologies 
used in industrial and in developing countries}; 
+a gap between rechnology levels of countries 
within rhe South (i.e. differences among the 
developing countries). 

Technology priorities for eco-efficiency 
The challenge for each country is to proceed along 
its own trajectory of susrainabilicy. making the 
best and most effective uses of its natural and 
socio-economic endowments through the expan
sion of its overall technological and institutional 
capabilities. For all countries there are two crucial 
and interconnected priorities. These are to: (a) 
strengthen technology capacity by reducing tech
nology gaps and strengrhening institutional per
formance; and (b) acquire "best technologies" 
through technology cooperation and access. 

Together, capacity-building and access ro the 
"best" foreign technology are key requisites for 
sustainable development. }\nd accelerating the 
development of the best technology is a priorfry 
of global proportions. Developing countries are in 
the unique position of avoiding the historical mfs
takes in the development trajeaories of the indus
trial countries. Thev need better access to 
information about e~isting technologies; they 
need the cooperation of industry in the Notth to 
avoid the tt~ of detrimental or excessively hazard
ous technologies; and they must cooperate among 
themselves to help develop improved indigenous 
technologies. 

To be effective, however, any action rowards 
greatet eco-effidency must be tailored to the needs 
and requirernents of all key stakeholders. Diversi
ty is a reality in the international communlty. 
Interests and priorities are country-specific, indus
try-specific, sector-specific, and often even firm
specific. 

Supply and demand 
In this context, we see that industry has made 
considerable advances in supply, to\ovards greater 
eco-efficiency of produces and processes. To soine 
extent this has been a reaction to the demands of 
the international community for new and better 
performance. Notions of best practice have proli
ferated, as have industrial efforts towards greater 
environmental responsibility. This supply must be 
expanded to meet gro\ving needs and demands 
worldwide. 

Bur there is another set of dernands that, for all 
practical purposes, are not being n1et at present. 
And these are the demands for coherent infonna
tion about industrial strategies related to eco-effi
ciencv. To date, industry has used conventional 
mod~of communicario~ {speeches, articles, writ
ten words, some diagrams, etc.) chat are of a one
way sort. Industry has not made any effective 
advances in exploiting innovations in dectronic 
communication, tele-networlcing, or use of even 
the moSt conventional of mediums {such as the 
World Wide Web on the Internet). 

In this sense, indusrry is behind the times. It is 
not making use of innovations and new ideas 
which are now readily available. (Below we draw 
attention to the ~lhice House dfurts in that dJrec-



tion drat fur exceed the dfurts ofindustry in reach
ing out and "being understood.") 

In this special issue for the 20th anniversary of 
industry and Environment, Jr is firring to draw 
attention to this demand and to propose a strate
gy for globalizing industry1s effurrs towards eco
effidency. We are now entering the 21st century; 
bur we must appreciate the challenges placed 
upon us and the opportunities afforded by ad
vanced rechnology in electronics and global 
netv;rorking. 

'!be demand we believe is in existence world
wide can be mer to some extent by the supply of 
innovative technologies. Here we focus on world
wide el«:tro~ic networking, conferencing and 
commun1canon. 

Advanced information technology 
for leapfrogging 
ln±Ormation technology is no longer restricted to 
industrial countries either in innovations or in 
applications. The key principle, therefore, is that 
developing countries can, and should, be enabled 
to leapfrog the knowledge-related technologies by 
having access to sta.te-of-the.-art infurmation sys
tems, making these adaptive to their own inputs 
and requirements. 

1\ccess to, and innovations ini information 
te<hnology- including expanding the uses of 
con1puter capabilities - must be supported by 
major strides in literacy rates and overall levels of 
education. Already we have seen how many of the 
rapid~y industrializing countries are competing 
successfully with industrial countries in software 
developm~nt and data management techniques. 
Generally in developing countries it is the more 

advanced. computer tec:hnology chat is being 
introduced, rather than the "old" technology. 

Competitive market conditiorn among suppliers 
(as wdl as sofiware manufacturers) ensure sales of 
the newest technology at the lowest prices. For the 
less developed countri~ access to the use of, rather 
than innovations in, information technology is 
expanding rapidly. For the least developed coun
tries, advances in infOrmarion technology are of use 
principally in relation to government and decision
making, and business and industry, rather than for 
broader dJssemination. 

Two-way and real-time technology 
Advances in ti(Jo-u1ay information technology and 
conferencing capability create the basis for the 
next phase in rechnolngy diffusion: with the direct 
participation of users, the development and trans
fer of technology effectively becomes an in~ 
cidence of, and exercise in, technology coopera~ 
rion. Such advances provide opportunities for 
developing countries to influence, even shape, the 
international community's ideas and actions 
rmvards sustainable devLlopmenr. The reason is 
this: 

New computer-based information technology, 
supported by global communication networks, 
allows users all over the world to make their views 
known, in real titne, about an issue at hand and, 
more importantly, allows users to transmit infor~ 
marion about their own experiences to others. 
This capability eliminates the need for lengthy 
evaluations of technologies, investments or ex
periences by outsiders, since immediate feedback 
can now be obtained from the affected commw1i
ty1 i.e. the srakeholders in question. 

Figure 2 
Integrated sustalnabHlty framework 
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Both the role and the experiences of developing 
countries are of special relevance to advances in 
the area of information systems pertaining to 
dimensions of and processes rowards sustainable 
development. Their contributions to, and inputs. 
ou, concepts., acrions and projects are of commer
cial value. Both the participation and the involve
ment of the developing countries would be critical 
for the success of rwo-way, real~time approaches. 

More importantly, as two~\\-ay information 
technology systems, their optimal use depends on 
the participation of the usets themselves. Since the 
value and volume of information are allgmented 
by the stakeholders and participants from the 
South, this feature io itself enhances the value of 
partnerships in knowledge-building and infonna
tion-shating. 

Two-way communication capability expands 
porentials for participation of stakeholders in all 
countries, at all levels of development, related to 
any issue over which access to information is rde
vant. Both the access and <:ontribudon of devel
oping countries to innovations in information 
technology \Vill accelerate their own rates of tech
nology change. 

Access to eco-efficiency experiences 
Improved communication can enhance the diffu
sion of information on best practices in energy 
technology, pollution control or clean manufac
turing. Aa:ess to best practice enhances prospects 
for implementation v.-here they are most needed. 
With improved communication, developed .::oun
tties would be able to obtain a better understand
ing of the nature and urgency of the problems in 
developing countries. 



Figure 3 
GSSD on the .WWW - from topic to user access 

Wirh improved communication, greater know
ledge can be ob<ained by borh devdoped and 
developing countries about possibilities of com
mercial ventures. 

And, by improving communications about 
action, experience and expectacions benveen sup
plier and receiver of technology, there will be 
greater transparency in the exchange and the over
all quality of the exchange will be upgraded. So, 
too, i1nproved two-way communication could 
facilitate patentable, indigenous knowledge 
emerging from innovations in, or the conditions 
unique to, devdoping countries. That may facili
tate the development and diffusion of patentable 
knowledge in the South. 

Two-way and real-rime information technology 
and communication capabi[icy expands potentials 
for participation of stakeholders in all countries1 

at aU levels of development, related to any issue 
over which .access to information is relevant. 

GSSD In WWW 
What is GSSD! 
In technical parlance, The Global System for Sus
tainable Development (GSSD) is an effort to pro
vide some intelligent and adaptive onler to both 
access to; and contents of, sustainability materials 
available to the international community in 
various decrronic and other furms, most notably 
on the World Wide Web portion of the lnterner. 
It is also an dfurt to engage the research and poli
cy rommunicies in di!ferenr parrs of the world in 
sorting out the sustainability "spaghetti-plate" 
into some semblance of intellectual order and 
analYl'.icaJ coherence. 

l~ pracrical tenns, GSSD is an electronic agent 
interface bet¥leen users, on the one hand, and the 
World Wide Web on the other. The interface is 
intelligent in the sense that it is responsive and 
adaptive to user needs. The users are rwo kinds: 
those that seek access to information {such as 
normal usm all over the world); and those chat 

Topic ' 

seek to inpur information (such as industry, with 
eco-efficient experiences as reflected in several 
arrides in this special iss.ue). 

What is an intelligent system? 
An intelligent system in this context is one thar 
streamlines maintenance through use of adwm:ed 
authuring f()()/s (whicb means automating main· 
tenance tasks and reducing dependence on 
human inrerventions unless explicitly required) 
and enhanced applicability (which means auto
matic generation of WWW pages, automatic 
updating of dam base•, and applications of wide
area networking). 

The combination serves to reduce the transac~ 
tion costs (not to mention inconvenience) of glo~ 
baJ electronic communication inherent in WWW 
conventions, modalities, and types of uses. Re~ 
searchers at the MIT Arrifidal Intelligence Labo· 
rarory, pioneers in applications of intelligent 
systems. have extended the basic server capabili
ties devoted to the Whire House initiative on rein
venting government for specific application to 
sustainability issues. 

The globalization of this rechnology enhances 
leapfrogging potentials and increases access of 
devdoping country users ro "frontiers" of electro
nic and related technologies. Access to such fron· 
tiers is for purposes of reducing transaction costs 
(in time, infonnation bottlenecks, etc.) in relation 
to access to eco~efficient products and processes. 

As an intdligent system, GSSD is especially 
useful for interactions (two-way communicarion) 
berween users (industry, private sector, govern~ 
ments, researchers, etc.) in industrial countries 
and those in the more adwnced of developing 
countries, where the private sector plays a crucia1 
role as investors and as panicipants in the market 
place. 

Here our purpose is to highlight the import
ance of intelligence in thinking about sustainability 
and eco-efficicncy, and of globalization in the 

conduct of intellectual discussion, policy delib
eration, and diffusion of experiences related to 
effective investmenc strategies. 

What is the GSSD design< 
ln terms of overall product design, GSSD consists 
of. 
+ conceprual framework, which represents an inte
grated view on sustainability issues (Figure 2); 
•application in tetms of user access (Figure 3), 
system input, and wide-area networking; 
+ implementation in terms of an adaptive code, 
enhanced flexibility, and user responsiveness; and 
+ al{lha system (no-theory option) for technicians, 
engineers, industrialists, etc. who prefer to focus 
on actual products and processes rather than 
market structure, socio-economic contexts, regu· 
latorv issues, and so forch. 

In l:errns of implementation, GSSD consists of 
{1) a conceptual interfdce, which is a coherent way 
of thinking abour su.stainability issues (see tne 
hieran:hkal and embedded mucrure of Figure 2), 
(2) roupled with an intelligent-adaptive server 
(ddinirion above), (3) implemenringstreamlined 
access to WWW via a user interface (such as Net

scape) guided by the design in Figure 3 fot target
ing a particular topic, technology. or focus of 
inquiry, (4) with subject-dtiven rules for search 
conduct, and (5) filtered with "quality' criteria for 
directing users to information. 

For users who prefer rhe spaghetti-plate mare· 
gy(or the filingcabiner format), an alpha option is 
available to by-pass any semblance of social sci
ence theory pertaining ro sustainability and skate 
unimpeded through the crevices of the WWW. 
This practice of "following the blue line chain" -
which is the essence of the World Wide Web- is 
consistent ,,,.·ith the no-theory option. As noted, 
industry users who seek information or wish to 
diffuse target-specific cases or experiences might 
prefer rhe (no-theory) alpha option. 

GSSD for globallzlng eco-efflclency 
Market creation 
Successful expansion of coo-efficient products and 
processCs for commercial purposes rests on nvo 
conditions. These are> first, the existence of a 
potential market, i.e. there must be buyers and sel
lers for knowledge and skills that are being pro
duced (or that are being planned for); and, 
second, direct exchange, i.e. there must be buyers 
and sellers who interacr direcdy with each other 
as each recognizes the needs of the other. 

Knowledge and skills conducive to eco-effi
ciency- in mechanicaJ and organizational terms -
must be viewed as needed and wanted by all par
ties. They cannot be viewed as goods of non-com
mercial ;..!ue, but must be viewed as highly valued 
elements in the economy's overall portfolio of 
"""" and must be treated as such. By definition, 
th.is can happen only if all parties to the exchange 
actually do gain from the exchange -the genera
tion, creation, buying and selling of knowledge 
and skills. 

To the exrenr that industry does indeed have a 
'portfolio' of experiences with respect to eco-effi
dency, it would be extremely worthwhile if these 



were made available to potential users and to the 
international community, more broadly defined. 

Towards a globalization strategy 
Ocany some things must be done to occclerate the 
transition to greater eco~efficiency. 1\t least four 
imperatives arc t:ritical at this point in time: 
• prutmingprofitability: this means that industry 
must invariably pay continued attention to its 
own viability. Without basic survival1 there is no 
potential for profit; and without some ba£ic profit, 
there is no possibility of expanding invcsancnrs in 
cco~efficienr productsi processes, venrures or ini
tiatives; 
•reducing transaaibn costs: this means recognizing 
the need for minimizing efforrs involved jn ob
taining information about specific eco~efficient 
initiatives (and em-efficiency in general), about 
access to experiences promoted by specific firms, 
about implementation, follow~up. and new inno~ 
vacions, and so tOrth. At issue here is ease of access 
to publicly available information (not ro proprie
tary knowledge); 
•eliminating technology barriers: this means iden
tifying the real obstacles and then devising 
approaches to barrier reduction; and 
•facilitating kapfroJ!J!jng: as a consequence of the 
above three factors1 the coxU:traints to infurniacion 
about leapfrogging would be reduced. More real
istic (possibly effecrive) positioning on leap
frogging trajecrories could then result. 

in this process, specific action can be taken by 
(a) business and industry, (b) international insti
tutions and governments> and (c) institutions of 

science and technology. 
Business and industry should seek to fucilirare 

dil!Usion of publicly available information on eco
efficiency experience. This necessitates going 
beyond the use of conventional communication 
technologies (printed materials, facsimiles, repro
ductions) speeches, etc.} to wide-area networking 
using advances in communication technologies. 
Established assocfa:tions, such as the Inrernation~ 
al Chamber of Commerce or the World Business 
Council for Sustainable Development, rould pro
vide the nodal points for communication to 
buttress the initiatives of individual members. 

Internacional institutions, most notably UN.EI; 
could use their good offices to fucilitate the avail
ability of relevant materials for conversion to elec
tronic formatting (and, to some extent, coordinate 
with business and industry on the form and 
furmat of jointly relewnt materials). lmerruition
al institutions should also make use of their wide 
networks in developing countries to facilitate the 
two-way communications relevant to the infor
mation technologies at hand. 

Finally. institutions of science and technology, 
such as MIT, which are committed to the inter~ 
nationalization of knowledge and the diffusion of 
scientific advances, should find effective means of 
outreach to both the private and public sectors 
regarding advances in technology. It is in this last 
vein that the GSSD can best be utilized. 

Practical step: GSSD Co11SOrtium 
As the Global Sy>tem for Sustainable Develop
ment moves from the prototype (and beta) phase 

to full operation on a worldwide basis, oversight 
of the system requires multi-parry participation 
that reflects the interests and priorities of critical 
stakeholders. Ir is at this stage rhar the wide parti
cipation and representation of interests would 
enhance the globalization of eco-efficiency exper
iences. To the extent that the international com~ 
munity considers eco-efficiency initiatives as of 
global importance, collaborative strategie1 for dif
fusion of new thinking would be most appro
priate. 

lJsing GSSD (in terms of sot\ and hard tech
nology) as an exarnple1 we propose that one effect
ive mode of collaboration might be in the form of 
a Consortium of participants which jointly repre
sent the insights, interests and innovations of 
various members in the globalization of eco-effi
ciency. In its design, such a Consordum must 
addres.~ eco-efficiency issues in terms of theory, 
policy and practice. It is also the case that stake
holders might wish to better explain themselves 
and their positions to the internatlonal com~ 
municy as a 'vhole. 

lt ts also imperative rhat participation in a col
laborative initiative for wide-area nenvorking 
draw upon the private and public sectors, in both 
developing and industrial countries. T\v-o-way 
and multi-party - communication is essential if 
feedback is to be ensured, and if evaluation of eco
efficiency initiatives is to be undertaken effective
ly. Therein lie added reasons for collaborative 
activities in supporting communication about, 
and facilitating diffitsion of, eco-efficicnc.y strate
gies. + 
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Abstact 
In Brazil in recent years, a balance has been sought between environmental protection and the 
need to provide products and services. The Brazilian chemical industry is the largest in a deve/. 
oping country and the eighth largest in the world. Through its version of the Canadian "Respon
sible Care" programme, Atua~ao Responsavel (Responsible Action), the chemical industry is 
making improvements in the health, safety and environmental areas. 

Rmmte 
Ces demieres anrnies, le Bresil a cherdle un iuste equilibre entre la protection de l'environnement 
et la necessaire production de biens et de servkes. L1ndustrie chimique, numero un pour /es 
pays en voie de developpemen~ oa:upe le huitieme rang au niveau mondial. A !ravers sa ver· 
sion du programme canadien "Responsible Care", Atua~ao Responsiivel (Action Responsabie), 
ce sectetlr obtient de reel/es ameliorations dons /es domaines de la sante, de la securite et de 
J'environnement. 

Resumen 
En Brasil, en /os ultimas ailos, se ha buscado un equilibria entre la protecci6n medioambiental 
y la necesidad de ofrecer produdos y servicios. La industria qufmica de Brasil es la mayor en un 
pais en vias de desarrollo y la octavo mas importante de/ mundo. A troves de su versi6n def pro
grama canadiense de "Responsible Care", Atua,ao Responsavel (Aduaci6n Responsable), la 
industria quimica esta meiorando en las apartados de seguridad, solud y medio ambiente. 

Introduction 
Brazil has the largest chemical industry of any 
devdoping country and the eighth largest in the 
world. Annual net sales in the Brazilian chemical 
industry, lain sensu, reach the orderofUS $24 bil
lion. Jn 1994, considering only thesegments sur
veyed by ABJQUIM (the Brazilian Chemical 
Industry Association), this sector produced mote 
than 26 million tonnes of chemical produces, 
registering growrh of 8.1 per cenr over 1993 pro
ducrion (see Figure l), The ABlQUIM survey 
did not include the seg1nents of plasric transfor
mation, pharmaceutical products1 paints, enamel 
and varnishes, fine and specialized chemicals, 
derergent soaps .. cosmetics and perfumes, agri
cultural pesticides. artificial and syutheric fibers, 
or fertilizers (see Figure 2). The three main petro
chemical complexes in Brazil together have a pro
duction capacity of 2.1 million Ionnes of ethylene 
per year. 

The history of the Brazilian chemical industry 
is relativdy recent. It started to expand in the 
J 950s. The most important phase began in the 
1970s, with massive investment in petrochemical 
fucrories. Owing to geographic characteristics and 
development patterns, most of Brazil's chemica1 
industry has been located along 5000 kilometres 
of the coastline. However~ it ls concentrated in the 
developed industrial regions of several Brazilian 

smes. \Vtrh 1he opening of the Brazilian market 
to international competition in 1990, a new phase 
began, in which oompanies starred to follow inter
national concepts and standards. 

Development of the Brazilian 
chemkal Industry 
The first companies created or installed in Brazil 
in the 1950s were attracted by the growing indus
trialization raking place, which w.as stimulated by 
governmencal decisions that sought to lead the 
country into a new development pattern that 
would transform the agrarian economy to an 
industrial one. ~fhese companies sought ro meet 
the demand for basic products with relatively 
simple technology which could be supplied by 
local producers, especially in the southeastern part 
of the country. In this \vay some national compa
nies emerged, as well as industria.1 units of large 
foreign companies. 

With the creation of Petrobras, the state-owned 
petroleum company, in 1953 the supply of raw 
materials for petrochemicals allowed the first pro
ducers of thermoplastics and other petrochemical 
products to begin operations with growing pro
duct and plant sophistication. Ax this 1ime the first 
large industrial area was developed ar the cicy of 
Cubano, located in the state of Sao Paulo. This 
complex contains not only chemical industries, 

but also a refinery, a steel miH, a cement fuctory, 
and other types of industries. 

The choice of Cubano for this first large indus
trial area basically resulted from an economic ana
lysis that took inco consideration its srrategic 
position near Brazil's largest industrial and consu
mer region, the metropolitan area of Sao Paulo. Ir 
is also next to Santos, Brazil's largest port, which 
has a good transport system and infrastructute 
and abundant electric energy. Another funda
mental point V.'aS the availability of a population 
capable of meeting the needs of an industry with 
a high level of rechnology. 

Unfuttunately, hacdly anyatrenrion was paid to 

environmental questions. The environmental 
impact oflocating industries in this problematic 
region with its heavy rain full, a dimare which hin
ders the dispersion of atmospheric pollutants, 
limitations on obtaining water for industrial use 
and its later discharge, etc. was nor properly con
sidered. At the time there were no legal require
ments or voluntarv standards for emissions, \vhich 
made it difficul~ to justify installing efficient 
control equipments. Building of an imegrated 
liquid effluent treatment unit to serve all compa
nies"\vas not considered, 

In addirion, important questions were not 
addressed with regard ro urban and industrial 
wning, which allowed siring of highly polluting 
industries near urban communities. b.1ost of chese 
communities became densely populated (and 
poor), lacking adequate infrasmu:mre to support 
the inhabitants. 

When the Cubano romplexwas built, it is rme 
that environmental issues did not have the im
portance or visihilicy they have today in Brazil and 
all over the world. Federal and state legislation did 
not exist at the time (the introduction of impor
tant laws began in the 1970s); Slio Paulo's state 
environment agency> Cetesb, had not been creat
ed; and there were no non--governrnental organi
zations concerned with the tegionjs environment. 

As the resul1 ofinadequate planning, the pollu
tion indexes at Cubano reached very high levels 
some years later, requiring the adoption of strict 
measures. Cetesb installed a sophisticated system 
to monitor loc:aJ atmospheric conditions and 
avoid critical condition\. On numerous OCD!sions, 
companies \Vere obliged ro stop their operations 
until air qualicy returned to acceptable levels. But 
measures of this type did not solve the problem. 
In 1984, a programme was adopted to control 


